Guidelines for the return condition of your
Linde hire equipment
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1. Cabin and Overhead Guard (OHG)

5. Mast

Acceptable
Undamaged and operational
Complete

Acceptable
Hydraulic hoses complete and undamaged
Lifting chains complete and undamaged
Lifting cylinder complete and undamaged
Fork carriage straight and undamaged
Forks complete and undamaged

Unacceptable
OHG structure damaged or bent
Windows broken or scored
Cabin incomplete (compared to delivery condition)

2. Chassis
Acceptable
No Impact damage on chassis sides
Minor paint damage is acceptable
Unacceptable
Bent or damaged chassis panels
Damaged chassis cover panels
Major sticker or paint residue

3. Wheel / Tyres and Axles
Acceptable
Tyres / Wheels and axles free from external damage
Free from shrink wrap and other binding products
Unacceptable
Sheared securing bolts (wheels or axle)
Shrink warp bear damage
Bent wheel rims
Cuts in tyres

4. Truck lighting and working lamps
Acceptable
Complete as when supplied
Undamaged
Blown bulbs are acceptable
Unacceptable
Missing or damaged lights, beacons
Cracks, fractures or deep score marks
Bent mountings or light protection frames
Missing or damaged reverse warning device
Missing key or damaged keyswitch

Unacceptable
Damaged mast profile
Broken mast or carriage rollers
Lift cylinder damaged or bent
Damaged hydraulic hoses
Bent or damaged fork carriage/sideshift
Damaged load back-rest
Damaged or excessively worn forks

6. Operator's compartment (including seat)
Acceptable
Compartment complete and undamaged
Steering wheel and spinner knob complete
Floor mats undamaged and present
Seat fully functional and tear free
Unacceptable
Broken / damaged levers or switches
Missing covers
Deep scratches, holes in the dashboard
Floor plate damaged or missing
Missing or broken operator restraint system

7. Power systems
Acceptable
Sufficient battery charge for loading
Cables and connectors undamaged
No major damage to electric system and or electronic
components
Unacceptable
Battery and/or charger missing or damaged
Damaged battery cables

